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Activate New Technologies with the Omnivore Marketplace
The restaurant industry is undergoing major changes as technology is increasingly being used to drive business opportunities. Omnivore is a revolutionary
platform that provides a marketplace to increase your business potential by
connecting the Positouch point of sale (POS) with the latest apps for discovery,
seating, delivery, CRM loyalty, mobile ordering, payment and analytics. Now, for
restaurants, it’s simpler than ever to offer the best technologies to improve consumer experiences and increase revenues.
Using Omnivore, restaurants have one integration, one partner with many opportunities. Gain insight into ROI and business intelligence while not causing additional work for restaurant staff - all with Omnivore!
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Call your Positouch Dealer
to learn more about Omnivore:
John Doe
johndoe@omnivore.io
555-111-2222

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES TO INCREASE YOUR REVENUES
DISCOVERY
o

74% of consumers use a search
engine to find a
local restaurant

34% of consumers read online
ratings and reviews
to find a local
restaurant
o

SEATING

DELIVERY

CRM LOYALTY

MOBILE ORDERING

o Over 59% of
restaurants using
online reservations
have seen sales
increase

o ↑ 30% to go
orders implementing Door Dash

o Consumers
spend 39% more
on average when
about to unlock a
loyalty award

o Table turns ↑
15% or more with
handheld POS
tablets for ordering
and payment

o 70% of all
restaurant foot
traffic will be
outside the
restaurant in 2020

o

PAYMENT

ANALYTICS

↓ 34% in fraud
using EMV POS

35% say tech
options make
consumers select
one restaurant
over another
o

o 34% say tech
options make them
dine out or order
takeout/delivery
more often

DELIVERY
M A R K E T P LA C E

The Omnivore Marketplace
connects restaurants to a
variety of application
partners to improve the
customer experience and
increase revenues. We have
over 90+ partners. Please
contact Omnivore for a
current listing of apps.

chowlyinc.com

Our software is designed
to bring the benefits of
your third party online
ordering solution (TOOS) full circle by
directly integrating your tablet with your
POS system.

doordash.com

Best local restaurants now
deliver. Get lunch and
dinner delivered from your
favorite restaurants right to your
doorstep with one easy click.

ez-chow.com

Affordable POS Online
Ordering Integration.
Learn how our software
solutions can help your single or
multi-unit restaurant offer the
convenience of online ordering to your
customers, with the operational efficiency
of using your existing point-of-sale. We
grow your brand, not ours.

SEATING
mytableup.com

TableUp is an all-in-one
platform that seamlessly
powers a restaurant’s host
stand, loyalty & beer club program,
mobile apps, online ordering, mobile
payments, gift cards, and beacon guest
ID—all integrated with their existing
POS system. Seamless dining for guests
and fewer headaches plus lower costs
for operators.

opentable.com

OpenTable is the world’s
leading provider of online
restaurant reservations.
Our network connects restaurants and
diners, helping diners discover and
book the perfect table and helping
restaurants deliver personalized
hospitality to keep guests coming back.

resy.com

ResyOS is a complete
restaurant reservations
and waitlist system.
We offer cutting edge
software, fair pricing and 24/7/365
customer service. ResyOS includes table
management, ticketing, web booking,
CRM, mobile app, POS integration
and more.

zomato.com

Zomato Book—the one
stop, cloud based solution
for Table and Reservation
Management. Includes
Waitlist (SMS messaging) and Guestbook
(CRM) Management, as well as real time
Analytics, putting control back into the
hands of the restaurant.

PAYMENT
flypay.co.uk

Your app, and ours. Offer
your customers more than
just a store locator and
static menu. Powered by Flypay is an
opportunity to integrate our cutting
edge technology.

payandsplit.com

A mobile platform that
helps restaurants enrich
the customer experience.
Diners can view, pay, and split their
checks directly from the app.

paymytab.com

PayMyTab seamlessly
integrates POS systems
and existing hardware into
our mobile app resulting in simplified
operations, enhanced dining experiences and increased profits. Our modular
platform includes mobile payment,
real-time floor management, CRM
analytics and detailed guest profiles.
No hardware to install, no merchant
accounts to move, no transaction fees.

paywithtabme.com

tabMe is a quick, easy and
safe way to pay your
restaurant bills in the UAE.
The app is exclusively designed to save
you time by allowing users to review the
bill live from their phone and even select
by items or split equally among a group
before paying with a click of a button, all
of this instantly after a meal or drink
without further waiter interaction.

Whatsmytally.com

With Tally, you can open
and close a tab on your
phone without ever
handing over your credit card. Our
holistic approach aims at adding
value to the entire bar/club ecosystem;
starting with the merchant and finishing
with the end user. Merchants realize
immediate benefits, which include:
0% credit card processing fees, valuable
customer data/insight, free targeted
marketing and exposure for
every location.

TABLET MENUS

EVM SOLUTIONS

CRM LOYALTY

ANALYTICS

buzztime.com

softpoint.us

itson.me

Insight.omnivore.io

Buzztime trivia, games
and live events create the
ultimate bar and
restaurant entertainment experience.

menupad.com

As technology evolves in
the restaurant industry,
our mission at MenuPad is
to create more interactive and engaging
customer experiences that will generate
higher revenues and increase margins.
The integration of the MenuPad
application will enhance server and
guest satisfaction immediately.

SoftPoint is the leader of
modernized point of sale
systems that incorporate a
range of management, operation,
consumer, and corporate applications
through modern interfaces.

ItsOnMe helps your
business sell more gift
cards by making it easy
for your customers to discover,
purchase and send them from your
website and social media pages.
ItsOnMe pays you on purchase and is
fully integrated with your POS for easy
activation with no training.

In the moment sales
dashboard that is
integrated with the leading
restaurant POS systems.
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